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Abstract. Arctic cyclones are the most energetic weather systems in the Arctic, producing strong winds and precipitation that

present major weather hazards. In summer, when the sea ice cover is reduced and more mobile, Arctic cyclones can have

large impacts on ocean waves and sea ice. While the development of mid-latitude cyclones is known to be dependent on

boundary layer (BL) turbulent fluxes, the dynamics of summer-time Arctic cyclones and their dependence on surface exchange

processes have not been investigated. The purpose of this study is to characterise the BL processes acting in summer-time Arctic5

cyclones and understand their influence on cyclone evolution. The study focuses on two cyclone case studies, each characterised

by a different structure during growth in the Arctic: (A) low-level dominant vorticity (warm-core) structure, and (B) upper-

level dominant vorticity (cold-core) structure, linked with a tropopause polar vortex. A potential vorticity (PV) framework

is used to diagnose the BL processes in model runs from the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System model. Both cyclones

are associated with frictional Ekman pumping, and downward sensible heat fluxes over sea ice. However, a third process, the10

frictional baroclinic generation of PV, acts differently in A and B due to differences in their low-level temperature structures.

Positive PV is generated in Cyclone A near the bent-back warm front, like in typical mid-latitude cyclones. However, the same

process produces negative PV tendencies in B, shown to be a consequence of the vertically-aligned axisymmetric cold-core

structure. This frictional process also acts to cool the lower troposphere, reducing the warm-core anomaly in A, and amplifying

the cold-core anomaly in B. Both cyclones attain a vertically-aligned cold-core structure that persists for several days after15

maximum intensity, which is consistent with cooling from frictional Ekman pumping, frictional baroclinic PV generation, and

downward sensible heat fluxes. This may help to explain the longevity of isolated cold-core Arctic cyclones with columnar

vorticity structure.

1 Introduction

The rapid loss of sea ice due to anthropogenic global warming (e.g. Comiso, 2012; Meier et al., 2014) is permitting human20

activity to expand into the summer-time Arctic. For example, reduced sea ice extent and thickness will open up shorter shipping

routes through the Arctic between Atlantic and Pacific ports (Melia et al., 2016). This human activity will be exposed to the

risks of Arctic weather during the summer, including Arctic cyclones.
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Arctic cyclones are synoptic-scale low pressure systems developing, or moving into, the Arctic. They produce some of the25

most impactful weather in the Arctic, with strong winds at the surface and sometimes extreme ocean waves (e.g. Thomson and

Rogers, 2014; Waseda et al., 2018). Arctic cyclones are also associated with atmospheric forcings that have large impacts on

the sea ice (e.g. Simmonds and Keay, 2009; Asplin et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2021). As the climate warms the

summer-time Arctic is becoming increasingly dominated by the marginal ice zone (MIZ; Strong and Rigor, 2013), a band of

fragmented ice floes separating the ice-free ocean and the main ice pack. In recent years the MIZ has widened by 39% (Strong30

and Rigor, 2013) in summer, with MIZ fraction (MIZ extent divided by total sea ice extent) increasing by more than 50%

(Rolph et al., 2020). Thinner and more mobile ice in the MIZ will result in enhanced surface interactions with Arctic cyclones,

with greater surface drag due to ice floe morphology (Lüpkes and Birnbaum, 2005; Elvidge et al., 2016), and enhanced surface

sensible and latent heat fluxes due to a greater exposure of the ocean surface. For example, it has been argued that record-low

sea ice extent in 2012 was exacerbated by an extremely strong cyclone, the great Arctic cyclone of 2012 (AC12; Simmonds35

and Rudeva, 2012), with enhanced ice melt due to increased upward ocean heat transport (Zhang et al., 2013).

Forecast skill in the Arctic is lower, but generally comparable, to that in northern hemisphere mid-latitudes (Jung and Matsueda,

2016; Sandu and Bauer, 2018), based on 500 hPa geopotential anomaly correlation scores. Lower predictability in the Arctic

is likely related to the relative sparsity of observations there, resulting in larger uncertainties in initial conditions for numerical40

weather prediction models. Previous work has also demonstrated that the forecast skill of Arctic cyclones is lower than that

of mid-latitude cyclones. For instance, Yamagami et al. (2018a) demonstrated that the mean predictability of 10 extraordinary

Arctic cyclone cases was 2.5–4.5 days, around 1–2 days less than that of northern hemisphere mid-latitude cyclones (Froude,

2010). Furthermore, using ensemble forecasts, Capute and Torn (2021) demonstrated that the ensemble mean root-mean-square

error and ensemble standard deviation for cyclone position was higher for 100 selected summer-time Arctic cyclones, than for45

89 selected winter-time Atlantic mid-latitude cyclones. Yamagami et al. (2018b) examined the predictability of AC12 and

found that the position variability was greater than intensity variability between ensemble forecasts. Furthermore, ensemble

members that best captured the upper-level vortex merger associated with AC12 produced the best forecasts, demonstrating

that an understanding of cyclone dynamics and mechanisms is critical for predictability. Improvements in Arctic cyclone fore-

casting can likely be achieved through a better understanding of the physical processes that distinguish Arctic cyclones from50

mid-latitude cyclones, including the different growth mechanisms and interaction with sea ice.

Vessey et al. (2022) demonstrated that the composite structure of intense summer-time Arctic cyclones is distinct to that of

intense winter-time Arctic and North Atlantic mid-latitude cyclones. Summer-time Arctic cyclones undergo a structural tran-

sition at the time of maximum intensity, from a tilted baroclinic system to an axisymmetric cold-core structure. The mean55

lifetime of the summer-time Arctic cyclones was also found to be more than 3 days greater than that of winter-time Arctic

cyclones, and 4 days greater than that of winter-time North Atlantic mid-latitude cyclones (Vessey et al., 2022). The longevity

of some Arctic cyclones and the transition to an axisymmetric cold-core structure has also been documented in several case

studies (e.g. Simmonds and Rudeva, 2012; Tanaka et al., 2012; Aizawa and Tanaka, 2016; Yamagami et al., 2017; Tao et al.,
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2017).60

Many of the growth mechanisms of summer-time Arctic cyclones are the same for mid-latitude cyclones, such as baroclinic

instability and lee cyclogenesis. However, sustained cyclone interaction with tropopause polar vortices (TPVs), long-lived

vortices on the tropopause with horizontal scales of less than 1500 km (Cavallo and Hakim, 2009), is a characteristic of the

Arctic (where there is typically an absence of a strong zonal jet stream in the upper troposphere). Gray et al. (2021) classi-65

fied Arctic cyclones as being either (i) “unmatched" and (ii) “matched" with a TPV during development, using a statistical

matching criterion based on a threshold distance between tracked TPVs and low-level cyclones. It was found that unmatched

cyclones are initially dominated by low-level vorticity, such that vorticity decreases with height. These cyclones occur most

commonly along the northern coast of Eurasia (Fig. 7 in Gray et al. (2021)), in association with high baroclinicity on the Arctic

Frontal Zone (AFZ; Serreze et al., 2001; Day and Hodges, 2018). In contrast, matched cyclones are dominated by upper-level70

vorticity (vorticity increases with height). Matched cyclones are associated with reduced tilt and baroclinicity, and a single

columnar vortex structure at maximum intensity (like the summer-time Arctic cyclone composite in Vessey et al. (2022)).

Matched cyclones track most frequently along the North American coastline (Fig. 7 in Gray et al. (2021)), consistent with the

climatological location of TPVs (Cavallo and Hakim, 2010).

75

In this study, Arctic cyclones will be classified in terms of their vorticity structure during development, as either (i) low-level

dominant or (ii) upper-level dominant. Note that by thermal wind balance, these cyclones have (i) low-level warm cores (i.e. a

horizontal temperature maximum) and (ii) tropospheric cold cores respectively. This is somewhat similar to the unmatched and

matched classification used by Gray et al. (2021), but focuses on the vertical gradient in vorticity, rather than the identification of

TPVs. These classifications are based on cyclone structure at an instant, in contrast to the Petterssen and Smebye (1971) classi-80

fication of type A (low-level forcing) and type B (upper-level forcing) cyclones, which describes the development mechanisms.

One of the biggest uncertainties in the modelling of Arctic cyclones is the interaction with the surface and sea ice. Turbulent

fluxes of momentum, heat and moisture in the boundary layer (BL) are critical to understanding the cyclone-sea ice interac-

tion. It is known that BL turbulent fluxes have large impacts on the evolution of mid-latitude cyclones. Here we discuss the85

momentum fluxes first (sensible heat fluxes are discussed in a later paragraph). Friction acts to reduce the intensity of cyclones,

with Valdes and Hoskins (1988) demonstrating that surface drag can reduce the growth rates of baroclinic systems by up to

50%. The dominant physical mechanism responsible for this is often assumed to be Ekman pumping. In Ekman pumping, BL

friction causes the near-surface wind to weaken and turn toward the low centre. The subsequent convergence forces ascent at

the BL top, which acts to spin down the cyclone via barotropic vortex squashing (Hoskins and James (2014), Section 8.7 and90

Holton and Hakim (2012), Section 8.4).

Previous studies have used a potential vorticity (PV) framework to identify the mechanisms by which BL processes impact

mid-latitude cyclones. PV is a central variable in the evolution of baroclinic systems (e.g. Hoskins et al., 1985), considering
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both vorticity and stratification:95

P =
1

ρ
ζa · ∇θ (1)

where P = Rossby-Ertel PV (K m2 kg−1 s−1), ρ = density (kg m−3), ζa = absolute vorticity (s−1), and θ = potential temper-

ature (K). PV is materially conserved for adiabatic, inviscid motion, but not in the presence of friction and diabatic heating.

Lagrangian changes of PV are expected in the BL where friction and diabatic heating are important. The benefit of using a PV

framework is that structural changes within a cyclone can be inferred from any changes in PV, with the constraint of thermal100

wind balance. A PV framework is used over an energetics framework, for example, where changes in circulation and the con-

straint of thermal wind balance are not transparent.

The impact of BL friction on a (barotropic) cyclonic vortex can be understood in the PV framework by following an idealised

thought experiment from Section 17.6 in Hoskins and James (2014). Friction weakens the near-surface winds in a cyclone,105

reducing the azimuthal cyclone circulation (i.e. the vertical component of vorticity), and therefore reduces PV in the BL near

the low centre. In a balanced state, there is both a reduction in cyclonic circulation and BL static stability. To achieve this, in

the absence of other non-conservative processes, isentropes must rise, increasing the static stability above the BL. To conserve

PV above the BL, vorticity must decrease there. This is the Ekman pumping process, characterised by a negative PV tendency

in the BL, and a secondary circulation with inflow within the BL and ascent near the cyclone centre which acts to spin-down110

vorticity in and above the BL.

The PV framework also reveals a second frictional process in mid-latitude cyclones, in which friction acts to alter horizontal

vorticity and circulation in the x-z and y-z planes. This process is called “frictional baroclinic PV generation” and is most

prominent in regions of strong horizontal temperature gradients where isentropes have significant tilt, such as fronts. In this115

process, PV is generated in the BL where surface winds oppose the tropospheric thermal wind (Cooper et al., 1992). This

frictional baroclinic PV generation occurs mainly to the east and north-east of cyclone centres along the warm front (Stoelinga,

1996; Adamson et al., 2006; Plant and Belcher, 2007; Vannière et al., 2016). Boutle et al. (2007) found evidence of both Ekman

pumping and baroclinic PV generation in multiple model simulations, with the relative importance of each term depending on

cyclone initialization. In baroclinic wave cyclones with strong low-level temperature gradients, baroclinic generation dom-120

inates (Adamson et al., 2006; Boutle et al., 2007). Consistent with this, Stoelinga (1996) found that BL friction generated

mainly positive low-level PV in their mid-latitude cyclone modelling study. However, a sensitivity experiment showed that the

overall effect of surface drag was to produce a weaker cyclone due to the reduced development of the upper-level wave (i.e.

reduced baroclinicity and mutual growth of the upper and lower waves). This is consistent with the baroclinic PV mechanism

described by Adamson et al. (2006), whereby positive PV generated in the BL is ventilated out of the BL by the warm conveyor125

belt (WCB), and advected above the low centre. This positive PV is associated with increased static stability above the BL,

acting as an insulator to reduce the coupling of the upper and lower levels, reducing the cyclone growth rate. Note that both

frictional Ekman pumping and the baroclinic PV mechanism have impacts above the BL (in fact Boutle et al. (2015) suggest
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that these processes act in union to maximize cyclone spin-down), demonstrating that the role of surface friction in a cyclone

is more complicated than simple Ekman spin-down of vorticity in a barotropic vortex.130

Sensible heat fluxes have a direct effect on PV by altering static stability in the BL. For example, Chagnon et al. (2013) iden-

tified a region of negative BL PV behind the cold front of a mid-latitude cyclone, generated due to strong upward sensible

heat fluxes (i.e. the surface losing heat to the overlying atmosphere), associated with reduced BL static stability. Haualand

and Spengler (2020) used an idealised model to demonstrate that these negative PV tendencies act to weaken baroclinic wave135

development, although they found that the impact of sensible heat fluxes was relatively minor (compared to latent heating).

Sensible heat fluxes also have indirect effects, modifying the action of frictional processes by altering BL stability and by

weakening frontal gradients (Plant and Belcher, 2007).

This PV framework has been used exclusively to study mid-latitude cyclones. The role of BL processes in the evolution of140

summer-time Arctic cyclones has not yet been investigated. Differences are expected for several reasons; (i) the sea ice sur-

face in summer is characterised by increased surface roughness in the MIZ and variable sensible heat fluxes, (ii) there are

longer-lived cyclones in the summer-time Arctic, so BL processes have a longer time to act, and (iii) there are different cyclone

growth mechanisms and structures in the summer-time Arctic, such that BL processes might impact cyclone evolution in dif-

ferent ways.145

In this study we aim to answer the following questions using two case studies from summer 2020:

1. What is the nature of the BL processes acting in contrasting summer-time Arctic cyclones?

2. How does the nature of the BL processes change as the cyclones evolve?

3. What is the impact of the BL processes on Arctic cyclones outside the BL?150

The paper is structured as follows. The methodology is described in Section 2, including the model setup employed and details

of the PV framework. Section 3 describes two Arctic cyclone case studies from summer 2020. The main results are presented

in Section 4, with qualitative comparison to the existing literature on mid-latitude cyclones. A more general discussion is

provided in Section 5, and the study is concluded in Section 6.

2 Methodology155

2.1 Reanalysis data

The study uses data from the ERA5 dataset, the fifth-generation European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) reanalysis product (Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5 was produced using the ECMWF’s Integrated Forecasting System

(IFS) model cycle 41r2, which was operational from 8 May to 21 November 2016. The model has spectral truncation TL639
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(horizontal resolution ∼31 km), and 137 terrain-following hybrid-pressure levels from the surface to 0.01 hPa. Six-hourly data160

on a 0.25° regular latitude-longitude grid is used to perform an analysis of Arctic cyclones from the 2020 extended summer

(May-September) season.

2.2 IFS model runs

The primary tool used in the study is the ECMWF global IFS model, coupled with dynamic ocean and sea ice models. Forecasts

were run using IFS model cycle 47r1, with spectral truncation O640 (horizontal resolution ∼18 km), and 91 terrain-following165

hybrid pressure levels up to 0.01 hPa. This is the same setup as the control member of the ECMWF ensemble forecasting sys-

tem (ENS) which was operational from 30 June 2020 to 10 May 2021. A prognostic dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model,

the Louvain-la-Neuve Ice Model (LIM version 2), is used, incorporated into the dynamical ocean model (NEMO version 3.4;

Nucleaus for European Modelling of the Ocean). Model runs starting at 00Z are used, with six-hourly forecasts out to 10 days.

170

In this study the BL height diagnostic from the IFS model is used, which is determined using a bulk Richardson number

(ECMWF, 2020). The BL top is defined as the level at which the bulk Richardson number reaches the critical value of 0.25,

i.e. the level at which the flow is no longer turbulent.

2.3 Arctic cyclone tracking

Tracks of Arctic cyclones are identified from ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis data and from the ECMWF IFS model runs (the175

control member of ENS, model cycle 47r1) using the TRACK programme developed by Hodges (1994, 1995). The TRACK

algorithm is employed on the T5-63 and T5-42 filtered 850 hPa relative vorticity from ERA5 and the ENS control member

respectively, identifying anomalies exceeding 10−5 s−1. Only tracks that last longer than 1 day and travel more than 1000 km

are retained.

2.4 A modified cyclone phase space180

A modified cyclone phase space for characterising the structure of Arctic cyclones is proposed. This phase space is based on

the thermal asymmetry and thermal wind structure of a cyclone, as in Hart (2003), but is presented in a non-dimensionalised

and more direct way. Thermal asymmetry is quantified here as a non-dimensionalised depth-integrated baroclinicity, B, over

the 925–700 hPa layer (assumed to be above the BL but below the ‘steering’ level). As in Hart (2003), this represents the linear

variation of temperature across the cyclone (of radius 500 km), by splitting the cyclone into a right (R) and left (L) half:185

B =
1

f0LN

g

θ0

1

∆p

925hPa∫
700hPa

(θR − θL) dp (2)

where f0 = Coriolis parameter (s−1), L = cyclone length scale (500 km), N = Brunt–Väisälä frequency (0.01 s−1), g = grav-

itational acceleration (9.81 ms−2), θ0 = reference potential temperature (273 K), p = pressure (hPa), θR and θL = areal mean
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potential temperature over a semi-circle of radius 500 km to the right and left of the cyclone (K). In the Hart (2003) phase

space, the cyclone is split in half by the cyclone motion vector. However, Arctic cyclones can be associated with slow move-190

ment and remain quasi-stationary for considerable periods of time, such that the motion vector is not well defined. Hence, here

B is calculated at every 10◦ bearing, with the maximum value of B being used at each time. The larger the value of B, the

greater the asymmetry and baroclinicity of a cyclone.

Thermal wind balance can be written in terms of vorticity (Equation 12.6 in Hoskins and James (2014)):195

∂ξ

∂z
=

1

f0
∇2b′ (3)

where ξ = relative vorticity (s−1), z = height (m), b′ = buoyancy anomaly ( g
θ0
θ′, ms−2), and θ′ = potential temperature anomaly.

A system in the northern hemisphere where ξ increases with height ( ∂ξ∂z > 0; upper-level dominant) must be in balance with

a cold-core thermal wind structure (negative buoyancy anomaly), as ∇2b′ > 0 corresponds to b′ < 0 (since ∇2b′ ∼− b′

L2 for

systems of length scale L). In contrast, ξ decreases with height (low-level dominant) in warm-core systems. Hence, the thermal200

wind structure is quantified here as a non-dimensionalised vertical gradient of relative vorticity in the 700–400 hPa layer

(assumed to be above the ‘steering’ level but below the tropopause):

RoT =− L

N

∂ξ

∂z
(4)

where ∂ξ
∂z is calculated by a linear regression fit of ξ at 50 hPa intervals between 700 hPa and 400 hPa. The quantity RoT is

the thermal Rossby number; the non-dimensional ratio of the inertial force due to the thermal wind and the Coriolis force. The205

form in (4) is obtained using the Burger number (Bu= NH
f0L

where H is the height scale), the non-dimensional ratio of the

density stratification and Earth’s rotation in the vertical, which is assumed to be 1 for the synoptic scale. A positive RoT indi-

cates a low-level dominant cyclone and therefore a warm-core structure, whilst a negative RoT corresponds to an upper-level

dominant or cold-core structure.

210

The circularly symmetric component of θ′ (and equivalently b′) can be expressed in terms of the potential temperature at the

cyclone centre, θC , and a background potential temperature θB (representing the average value at a 500 km radius). Making

a second-order finite difference approximation: ∇2θ′ ≈− θC−θB
L2 , and substituting into (4) using thermal wind balance in (3)

gives:

RoT =
1

f0LN

g

θ0
(θC − θB) (5)215

The appeal of this cyclone phase space is that it is non-dimensionalised, and it is dependent on the potential temperature

structure of the cyclone only. Note that in (2) and (5), the quantities θR−θL and θC −θB are scaled in the same way, such that

their magnitudes can be directly compared.
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2.5 PV framework

In the presence of friction and diabatic heating, the Lagrangian evolution of PV is given by:220

DP

Dt
=−1

ρ
∇ ·J =

1

ρ

[
(∇×F ) · ∇θ+ ζa · ∇

(
Dθ

Dt

)]
(6)

where ρ = density (kg m−3) and F = frictional force vector (m s−2). J =−F ×∇θ− ζa
Dθ
Dt is the PV flux arising from non-

conservative terms in the Haynes and McIntyre (1987) form. The first term on the RHS of (6) represents frictional effects on

PV, whilst the second term represents diabatic heating effects, which can be split into sensible (sen) and latent (lat) heat flux

contributions. Application of (6) in the BL would require full three-dimensional fields of friction and diabatic heating, which225

would be strongly dependent on the three-dimensional structure of parameterised tendencies and would be difficult to interpret.

Therefore a simplified expression for the BL depth-averaged PV tendency was derived by Cooper et al. (1992). It is assumed

that the horizontal variation of fluxes is substantially smaller than the vertical variation in the BL such that:

F =
1

ρ

∂τ

∂z
,
Dθ

Dt

∣∣∣∣
sen

=−∂H

∂z
(7)

where τ is the momentum flux and H is the sensible heat flux. A linear flux gradient is also assumed in the BL, such that fluxes230

can be specified as a product of their surface values, τS and HS , decreasing linearly to zero at the top of the BL with height h:

τ = τSS(z), H =HSS(z), S(z) =
(
1− z

h

)
(8)

where S(Z) is a linear function of height in the BL. Note that the convention used here is that τS is taken to be in the same

direction as the surface wind (i.e. τS is the stress that the atmosphere exerts on the surface). The frictional and sensible heating

terms on the RHS of (6) can be decomposed into the contributions from the vertical and horizontal components in the dot235

products, with subscripts (V ) and (H) respectively:

DP

Dt
=

1

ρ0
[(∇×F ) · ∇θ]V︸ ︷︷ ︸

(FEK)

+
1

ρ0
[(∇×F ) · ∇θ]H︸ ︷︷ ︸

(FBG)

+
1

ρ0

[
ζa · ∇

(
Dθ

Dt

)
sen

]
V︸ ︷︷ ︸

(SV )

+
1

ρ0

[
ζa · ∇

(
Dθ

Dt

)
sen

]
H︸ ︷︷ ︸

(SH)

+
1

ρ0

[
ζa · ∇

(
Dθ

Dt

)
lat

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(L)

(9)

where density is assumed constant (ρ= ρ0) within the BL for simplicity. (7) and (8) can be substituted into (9) to give a new

expression in terms of τS , HS , and the linear function of height S(z). The following depth-average operator is then applied:

D̂P

Dt
=

1

h

h∫
0

(
DP

Dt

)
dz (10)240
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With some manipulation the BL depth-averaged PV tendency equation from Cooper et al. (1992) is obtained, in the form used

in Vannière et al. (2016):

D̂P

Dt
=−∆θk̂ · (∇× τS)

ρ02h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(FEK)

−
τS ·

(
k̂×∇θ

)
h

ρ02h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(FBG)

− k̂ · ζa (z = h)HS

ρ0h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(SV )

−
∆v ·

(
k̂×∇HS

)
ρ0h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(SH)

+
1

ρ0h

h∫
0

ζa · ∇θ̇lat dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
(L)

(11)

where subscript h refers to the top of the BL, v is the horizontal wind vector, and ∆ refers to a change in quantity between the

surface and the BL top. (11) contains 5 terms, each representing a non-conservative process which gives rise to a Lagrangian245

tendency of PV in the BL. Note that each term in (9) and (11) has been prescribed a shorthand name according to whether the

term is associated with friction (F ), sensible heat fluxes (S), or latent heat fluxes (L). Also note that no assumptions are made

about PV conservation or invertibility in this derivation.

The FEK term refers to Ekman friction, capturing the impact of friction on the vertical component of vorticity. This term250

is proportional to the vertical Ekman pumping, and is negative for a cyclone (k̂ · (∇× τS)> 0) with a stably stratified BL

(∆θ > 0). The FBG term is called baroclinic PV generation, capturing the impact of friction on the horizontal components of

vorticity relating to vertical wind shear. This term is proportional to the horizontal gradient of potential temperature at the BL

top, so is large in the vicinity of fronts. The sign of this term depends on the orientation of the surface stress and the thermal

wind above the BL (see Section 5). In mid-latitude cyclones FBG is positive along the warm front where the surface winds255

oppose the tropospheric thermal wind (e.g. Adamson et al., 2006). The SV term refers to the impact of sensible heat fluxes

on the stratification in the vertical. This term is positive for a cyclone (ζaz > 0) with downward sensible heat fluxes (HS < 0).

Term SH is proportional to the horizontal gradient of sensible heat fluxes. Previous studies have found this term to be negligible

compared to the other terms (e.g. Plant and Belcher, 2007; Vannière et al., 2016). Term L represents the effect of latent heating,

which is not discussed in this paper.260

2.6 Depth-integrated PV budget

To understand how the BL PV tendencies impact cyclone evolution, depth-integrated PV budgets will be considered using

control volumes centred on the cyclone. Here we consider the quantity ⟨P ⟩, which represents the mass-weighted volume

average of PV, or the “amount of PV substance", following the terminology of Haynes and McIntyre (1990):

⟨P ⟩=
∫∫∫

ρP dAdz (12)265
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Note that that ⟨P ⟩ equals the depth-integrated circulation around the lateral boundary of the control volume only if the top and

bottom boundaries of the volume are isentropic surfaces (i.e. the isentropes are flat). Since the baroclinic PV generation term

depends on the gradient in potential temperature at the top of the BL (11), when this term is strong it is more precise to refer to

⟨P ⟩ as PV substance than the depth-integrated circulation.

270

Consider an atmospheric column modelled as a cylinder centred on a cyclone, split vertically into the BL (height h) and free

tropospheric layer above. The vector normal to the BL is n̂, and l̂ is the outward normal to the lateral boundary of the column.

The top of the free tropospheric layer is chosen to be an isentropic surface, θtop (at height ztop = z(θtop)), near the tropopause,

which ensures no PV flux across it due to the impermeability theorem (Haynes and McIntyre, 1987). Here θtop = 330 K is

used, as this level is found to reside just above the tropopause in the summer-time Arctic. There can be PV flux across the275

surface between the two layers (as the BL top is not necessarily an isentropic surface), and there can be PV flux across the

lateral boundary. It is assumed that there are non-conservative processes in the BL, but not in the free troposphere. Note that

whilst there may be latent heat release happening at mid-levels within Arctic cyclones, this study focuses on the effects of the

surface on cyclones through surface turbulent fluxes. Hence, latent heating is ignored here for simplicity, to isolate the impact

of the dry BL processes.280

Using this setup, the volume integral in (12) can be calculated following the method in Saffin et al. (2021) using Gauss’ theorem

and the Leibniz rule to obtain:

d

dt
⟨P ⟩BL =

∫∫
ρh

D̂P

Dt
dA−

∫∫
z=h

ρP (w− ḣ) dA−
h∫

0

∮
ρP (v−vb) · l̂ dldz (13)

d

dt
⟨P ⟩TROP =

∫∫
z=h

ρP (w− ḣ) dA−
ztop∫
h

∮
ρP (v−vb) · l̂ dldz (14)285

where d
dt ⟨P ⟩BL and d

dt ⟨P ⟩TROP are the depth-integrated PV tendencies in the BL and free tropospheric layer respectively,

w = vertical velocity (m s−1), ḣ = rate of change of BL height (m s−1), and vb = horizontal velocity of the lateral boundary

(m s−1). In (13) and (14) it is seen that the depth-integrated PV of the cylinder is changed by non-conservative processes in

the BL (these are neglected in the free troposphere for simplicity), the vertical flux of PV across the surface between the two

layers, and the horizontal fluxes of PV across the lateral boundary. Note that the vertical and horizontal fluxes of PV are not290

explicitly calculated in this work, and will be discussed in general terms as the residual in (13) and (14).

3 Arctic cyclone case studies

The 2020 extended summer (May–September) season is used as a sample of Arctic cyclones from which to identify case studies

for further analysis. An analysis of the cyclones was performed using the ERA5 dataset (Fig. 1). Arctic cyclones are identified
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Figure 1. 2D histogram of ξ850 at maximum intensity (x-axis) and track duration (y-axis) of summer 2020 Arctic cyclones from ERA5.

Black and red markers refer to low-level and upper-level dominant cyclones respectively, as diagnosed by the thermal Rossby number, RoT ,

from the modified cyclone phase space (Section 2.4) at the time of maximum growth rate. The shading illustrates the number of cyclones

that populate a region of the histogram space. The median values of ξ850 at maximum intensity and track duration are demonstrated by the

grey dashed lines. Cyclone cases A and B are annotated with the respective letter to the bottom right of the marker.

as vorticity maxima with 850 hPa relative vorticity, ξ850, greater than 8× 10−5 s−1 in the Arctic (> 70 °N) at least once along295

their track. From manual inspection the ξ850 constraint was found to be a good filter for distinguishing synoptic-scale Arctic

cyclones from smaller-scale vorticity features.

Using this criteria, 52 Arctic cyclone tracks were identified from the 2020 summer season. The median strength in ξ850 was

∼ 10× 10−5 s−1 at maximum intensity, and the median track duration was approximately 5.4 days (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1, Arctic300

cyclones are also classified as low-level dominant (RoT > 0; black markers) or upper-level dominant (RoT < 0; red markers),

diagnosed at the time of maximum growth rate. In 2020, 60% of the Arctic cyclones were low-level dominant (31), and 40%

were upper-level dominant (21), during development. The median track duration of the low-level dominant cyclones was 5.13

days, whilst the upper-level dominant cyclones had a longer median track duration of 6.75 days. The median strength at maxi-

mum intensity was similar for both sets of cyclones (∼ 10× 10−5 s−1).305
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Table 1. Summary table of Cyclones A and B tracked using filtered data from ERA5 (T5-63) and the IFS forecasts (T5-42): the time of

maximum growth rate, the time of maximum intensity (as evaluated from the tracks), and the great circle separation distance between the

cyclone tracks in ERA5 and the IFS forecasts at 3 selected times (forecast start date, maximum growth rate, and maximum intensity).

Cyclone A Max. growth rate Max. intensity Separation (km)

00Z 7 May 12Z 8 May 06Z 9 May

ERA5 12Z 8 May 00Z 9 May

IFS 12Z 8 May 06Z 9 May 1290 40 63

Cyclone B Max. growth rate Max. intensity Separation (km)

00Z 25 July 18Z 26 July 12Z 28 July

ERA5 00Z 27 July 00Z 28 July

IFS 18Z 26 July 12Z 28 July 929 96 60

For the purposes of this investigation two case studies are chosen, one with low-level dominant development and the other

with upper-level dominant development. Cyclones A and B (annotated in Fig. 1) are selected as the strongest cyclones that

spend a considerable amount of time over sea ice (note that the two strongest cyclones of the season were not chosen as case

studies because the cyclone centres did not track over sea ice). Cyclone A (low-level dominant development) occurred in May310

2020, and was the third strongest cyclone of summer 2020 with ξ850 ∼ 15× 10−5s−1 at maximum intensity and a lifetime of

almost 6 days. Cyclone B (upper-level dominant development) was the fourth strongest cyclone with ξ850 ∼ 14× 10−5s−1 at

maximum intensity, with a longer track duration of almost 10 days.

The cyclone case studies were analysed in both the ERA5 reanalysis dataset and IFS forecasts (Table 1). IFS forecast start315

times (starting at 00Z) were selected that were closest to, but more than 24 hours before, the time of maximum growth rate

of each cyclone. Consequently, 00Z 7 May and 00Z 25 July are the chosen forecast start dates used for Cyclone A and B

respectively throughout the paper. The maximum growth rate of Cyclone A occurred at 12Z 8 May in both ERA5 and the IFS

forecasts, with the system reaching maximum intensity 12 hours later at 00Z 9 May in ERA5, and 18 hours later at 06Z 9 May

in the IFS forecast. In ERA5, Cyclone B underwent maximum growth at 00Z 27 July and reached maximum intensity at 00Z320

28 July, compared to 18Z 26 July and 12Z 28 July respectively in the IFS forecast.

Cyclone A developed as part of a baroclinic wave over Western Russia before moving northwards into the Kara Sea (Fig. 2a).

In both ERA5 and the IFS forecast, the cyclone develops along an elongated low-level front, however, the tracking algorithm

identifies the cyclone centres at different places along the feature at 00Z 7 May (likely due to uncertainty in the position of the325

frontal wave along the front). As the system develops, the tracks converge. This can be seen in Table 1, with the separation

reducing from 1290 km at the start of the forecast to 40km at maximum growth rate, and also spatially in Fig. 2a. The evolution

of the cyclone structure is demonstrated by the adapted cyclone phase space (Section 2.4) in Fig. 2b. The system is initially

12



Figure 2. (a) 6-hourly Cyclone A tracks from ERA5 (T5-63; black line) and the IFS run starting 00Z 7 May 2020 (T5-42; grey line) over the

shared temporal coverage period 00Z 7 May - 06Z 12 May 2020. The start of the tracks is marked by a cross, whilst the end is marked by a

star. Note that the full length of the tracks are 18Z 6 May - 06Z 12 May (ERA5) and 00Z 7 May - 12Z 12 May (IFS). (b) Cyclone A from

ERA5 in the adapted cyclone phase-space, from S (white) to F (black). The coloured points in (a) and (b) correspond to the times in Table 1:

00Z 7 May (yellow), 12Z 8 May (pink), and 06Z 9 May (blue). (c) As in (a) but for Cyclone B, with IFS run starting 00Z 25 July 2020 over

the shared temporal coverage period 00Z 25 July - 18Z 2 August 2020. Note that the full length of the tracks are 18Z 24 July - 18Z 2 August

(primary ERA5; black line), 06Z 14 July - 06Z 26 July (secondary ERA5; red line), and 00Z 25 July - 12Z 8 August (IFS; grey line). (d) As

in (b) but for Cyclone B. The coloured points in (c) and (d) correspond to the times in Table 1: 00Z 25 May (yellow), 18Z 26 July (pink), and

12Z 28 July (blue).

low-level dominant (low-level warm-core) with large baroclinicity around the time of maximum growth rate. Approaching

maximum intensity, and at subsequent times, the cyclone becomes more axisymmetric and ultimately becomes upper-level330

dominant (cold-core).
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Maps of Cyclone A at 6 hours after the time of maximum growth rate from the IFS forecast are presented in Fig. 3. The surface

cyclone is in the Kara Sea at this time, with the warm sector to the south over Russia (identified by the region of the high

values of 850 hPa potential temperature to the south of the cyclone), and the warm front on the eastern flank of the warm335

sector (Fig. 3a). The cyclone is positioned downstream of an upper-level trough, identified by low potential temperature values

on the dynamic tropopause (i.e. the 2 PVU surface; Fig. 3b). A meridional cross-section is taken through the cyclone centre

from 65°N (S) to 89°N (N). In vertical cross-section (Fig. 3c) the tilted isentropes are indicative of a baroclinic zone to the

poleward side of the cyclone associated with a developing bent-back front. The upper-level trough is seen as a lowering of the

tropopause to the south of the low-level cyclone (7 km height, 305 K), with the downstream ridge situated north of the low340

centre (9 km height, 310 K). The dip in the isentropes over the cyclone centre (marked by the red L) indicates a warm-core

structure developing, consistent with a low-level dominant cyclone and the strongest winds just above the BL. The positive PV

at low levels above the low centre is reminiscent of that generated due to frictional baroclinic PV mechanism in mid-latitude

cyclones (e.g. Adamson et al., 2006).

345

Cyclone B initially develops baroclinically north of the AFZ along the Eurasian coastline, before interacting with a TPV in

the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 2c). The cyclone track from ERA5 captures the low-level baroclinic growth phase, with the vorticity

maximum north of the Eurasian coastline (black line in Fig. 2c). The TPV in this case is very long-lived, and can be tracked

back to 8 July 2020 (not shown). There is a secondary track from ERA5, following a low-level vorticity maximum below the

pre-existing TPV (red track in Fig. 2c). This track ends once the TPV begins to interact with the low-level baroclinic distur-350

bance at 06Z 26 July. The IFS forecast track (grey track in Fig. 2c) picks up this vorticity maxima associated with the TPV

rather than the initial baroclinic disturbance (likely due to the differences between the reanalysis and forecast, or the different

spectral filtering employed). As a result, the separation between the tracks is initially large, but reduces as the cyclone develops

(Table 1). From the ERA5 track in the cyclone phase space, Cyclone B is initially baroclinic and low-level dominant (labelled

S), but becomes upper-level dominant due to the interaction with the TPV (Fig. 2d). After maximum intensity the cyclone355

obtains a long-lived (∼4 days) axisymmetric cold-core columnar vortex structure in the Beaufort Sea.

Maps of Cyclone B at maximum intensity from the IFS forecast are presented in Fig. 4. The surface cyclone is located over the

sea ice in the Beaufort Sea at this time, associated with a cold air mass at low-levels (Fig. 4a), and the TPV is vertically-stacked

above the cyclone (low potential temperature values in Fig. 4b). In the cross-section the axisymmetric cold-core structure is360

evident with isentropes bowing up throughout the troposphere centred over the cyclone (Fig. 4c). The TPV is evident as a

lowering of the tropopause to ∼4 km. The peak winds of the system are on the flanks of the TPV, consistent with the cold-

core and upper-level dominant system. The cold-core columnar vortex structure of Cyclone B looks quite different to that of

a typical mid-latitude cyclone. There is some low-level PV above the BL in the vicinity of the cyclone, but not in a coherent

region above the cyclone centre as in Cyclone A.365
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Figure 3. Cyclone A at 18Z 8 May 2020 from IFS run starting 00Z 7 May 2020. (a) 850 hPa potential temperature (K; shading), (b) potential

temperature on the PV2 surface (K; shading), overlain with mean sea level pressure (hPa; grey contours), the sea ice edge (0.15 sea ice

concentration; green contour). The magenta circle marks the 750 km radius about the cyclone centre as determined by TRACK. The black

dashed lines mark the north-south cross-section taken at the longitude of the cyclone centre from S (65 °N) to N (89 °N). (c) Vertical cross-

sections linearly interpolated at 100 points between S and N of zonal wind (ms−1; shading), potential temperature (K; black solid contours),

2 PVU contour (black dashed line) and BL top (grey dotted line). Minimum mean sea level pressure is marked with a red L.
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Figure 4. As in Fig. 3, but for Cyclone B from IFS run starting 00Z 25 July 2020, at 12Z 28 July 2020.

4 Results

4.1 Boundary layer PV tendencies

The BL PV tendencies from (11) are presented for Cyclone A at 6 hours before maximum growth rate (Fig. 5). The Ekman

friction term, FEK , is negative over the cyclone centre (Fig. 5a), indicative of the Ekman pumping mechanism. The frictional

baroclinic generation term, FBG, is positive to the north and east of the cyclone centre, along the cyclone bent-back warm front370

(Fig. 5b), as seen in the typical developing mid-latitude cyclone. The sensible heat flux term, SV , is positive over the cyclone

centre and in the warm sector (Fig. 5c), where the atmosphere is warmer than the underlying surface with downward sensible
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Figure 5. BL depth-averaged PV tendencies from Equation (11) for Cyclone A at 18Z 8 May 2020 (6 hours before maximum growth rate)

from IFS run starting 00Z 7 May 2020. (a) FEK , (b) FBG, (c) SV , and (d) the sum of FEK , FBG, SV and SH (PVU day−1; shading),

mean sea level pressure (hPa; grey contours) and the sea ice edge (0.15 sea ice concentration; green contour). The magenta circle marks 750

km from the cyclone centre.

heat fluxes. Note that the SH term is much smaller than the other terms, and is therefore not shown in Fig. 5. The sum of the

BL PV tendencies (Fig. 5d) resembles the baroclinic generation term, indicating that the Ekman generation is mostly cancelled

by the sensible heat flux generation at this time. The BL PV tendencies for Cyclone A resemble those of a typical baroclinic375

wave mid-latitude cyclone (e.g. Adamson et al., 2006; Boutle et al., 2007).

The BL PV tendencies are presented for Cyclone B at maximum intensity, after the cyclone has transitioned to a vertically-

stacked columnar vortex structure (Fig. 6). As in Cyclone A, the FEK term is negative over the cyclone centre (Fig. 6a), as

would be expected in a cyclonic weather system. However, unlike Cyclone A (and typical mid-latitude cyclones), the FBG380

term is negative, with the largest magnitude to the north and east of the cyclone in the WCB region (Fig. 6b). This is due to
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 5, but for Cyclone B from IFS run starting 00Z 25 July 2020 at 12Z 28 July 2020 (maximum intensity).

the vertically-stacked cold-core structure of the cyclone (Fig. 2d and 4), with the cyclonic BL winds oriented in the same di-

rection as the cyclonic winds of the TPV directly aloft (i.e. in the same direction as the tropospheric thermal wind), in contrast

to the tilted frontal structure of Cyclone A (see Section 5). The SV term is positive, with the largest magnitude in the WCB

region (Fig. 6c), indicative of downward sensible heat fluxes over sea ice. This means that the cold air mass associated with the385

cyclone (Fig. 4a) is still warmer than the sea ice surface, which is locked at 0°C. Like for Cyclone A, the sum of the BL PV

tendencies resembles the FBG term, indicating that FEK is mostly cancelled by SV , except for the negative PV tendencies at

the cyclone centre where FEK is the dominant term. It is the frictional baroclinic PV generation term, FBG that distinguishes

Cyclone B from Cyclone A (and mid-latitude cyclones).

390

Boutle et al. (2007) demonstrated that in a mid-latitude cyclone initialized without a meridional surface temperature gradient,

the (negative) FEK term dominates over (mostly positive) FBG. Cyclone B has some similarities with this experiment, with

the sea ice providing a quasi-uniform surface temperature to limit low-level baroclinicity. However, unlike the Boutle et al.
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(2007) experiment, the vertically-stacked cold-core columnar vortex of Cyclone B results in a large region of negative FBG,

which is of a similar magnitude to the FEK term.395

4.2 Cyclone depth-integrated PV budget

Time series of the terms relevant to the depth-integrated PV budget of Cyclone A and B are presented in Fig. 7 and 8 respec-

tively. The BL PV tendencies in Fig. 7a and 8a have been multiplied by density and BL height to give a BL depth-integrated

PV tendency (see first term on RHS of (13)). Note that the y-scale in Fig. 7a is almost an order of magnitude larger than in

Fig. 8a, due to the larger magnitudes of FBG and SV in Cyclone A during development. The larger magnitude of FBG might400

be due to greater surface roughness over land, or greater baroclinicity. The surface energy balance is also changed over land,

resulting in large downward sensible heat fluxes and a large SV term.

More generally, the magnitude of the BL PV tendencies is impacted by several (interrelated) factors, including the underlying

surface, cyclone strength, and BL height, h. For instance, stronger cyclone winds correspond with larger vorticity and surface405

fluxes, and therefore larger PV tendencies (11). Furthermore, the depth-integrated PV tendencies scale by 1
h , such that the

magnitude decreases with increasing h. Cyclone A has stronger low-level winds than upper-level dominant Cyclone B, but

with stable shear-driven BLs also has a slightly higher h (with an average value of ∼800m at maximum intensity compared to

∼600m), with opposing effects on the magnitude of the BL PV tendencies. Clearly, the magnitude of the BL PV tendencies

varies with cyclone-specific details, which differ between any two cyclones. However, in this study, we are focused on the410

fundamental mechanisms in cyclones with contrasting structure, so it is the general evolution and sign of the BL PV tendencies

that is the main interest, rather than the absolute magnitude. In the subsequent analysis, we focus on the general evolution and

sign when comparing the case studies.

In Cyclone A (Fig. 7a), the Ekman friction (FEK) term is negative throughout the time series, indicative of the Ekman pump-415

ing mechanism acting throughout the cyclone evolution. The baroclinic PV generation (FBG) term is large and positive during

the baroclinic growth phase before the maximum intensity, with a reduced magnitude after this time (and becoming generally

negative). The sensible heat flux (SV ) term is positive before the time of maximum intensity, dominated by the strong down-

ward heat fluxes in the warm sector (Fig. 5c). After maximum intensity the SV term has a smaller magnitude. The SH term

(proportional to the horizontal gradient of sensible heat fluxes) is also presented in Fig. 7a, and has a much smaller magnitude420

than the other non-conservative terms. The sum of the BL PV tendencies is positive during the baroclinic growth phase (before

maximum intensity), dominated by FBG, and is negative once the cyclone has matured.

The volume-averaged PV in the BL, ⟨P ⟩BL (Section 2.6), of Cyclone A (Fig. 7b) increases during the baroclinic growth

phase up to 6 hours before maximum intensity, and decreases after. The rate of change of ⟨P ⟩BL is plotted against the BL425

PV tendency terms in Fig. 7a (pink dashed line), and corresponds well with the sum of the non-conservative terms (purple

line). However, the sum of the non-conservative terms has a larger magnitude before maximum growth rate, which indicates
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that the vertical and horizontal fluxes of PV into or out of the BL control volume are large at this time, according to (13). The

volume-averaged PV in the tropospheric layer, ⟨P ⟩TROP , increases throughout the cyclone lifetime, even after the time of

maximum intensity of the low-level cyclone. The increase in ⟨P ⟩TROP is dominated by baroclinic wave growth, which in this430

budget is apparent through the lateral PV fluxes into the volume. Note that ⟨P ⟩TROP is approximately 15 times larger than

⟨P ⟩BL. The fractional rate of growth in the BL and tropospheric layer is similar up to maximum growth rate (i.e. the slope of

⟨P ⟩BL and ⟨P ⟩TROP are similar), which is characteristic of system growth with the BL and upper-levels coupled (i.e. lateral

PV fluxes in (13) and (14) are linked due to baroclinic tilt of system that is continuous across both layers). Hence, the same BL

processes that impact the BL circulation will have an indirect effect on the tropospheric layer also.435

In Cyclone B (Fig. 8) the Ekman friction (FEK) term is negative with maximum magnitude during the baroclinic growth

phase at maximum growth rate (Fig. 8a). The baroclinic PV generation (FBG) term captures two distinct periods of cyclone

development. FBG is positive during the baroclinic growth phase, but is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than in

Cyclone A (Fig. 7a), indicating reduced baroclinicity. After the time of maximum growth rate, FBG reduces and rapidly be-440

comes strongly negative, decreasing to an absolute minimum 6 hours before maximum intensity. The evolution of FBG differs

to that of Cyclone A, with the transition from positive to negative occurring before maximum intensity for Cyclone B, and the

negative FBG values having a larger magnitude (relative to the magnitude of the positive values before transition). The sensible

heat flux (SV ) term is largely positive due to downward sensible heat fluxes over the sea ice. The sum of the non-conservative

BL terms is positive before maximum intensity, dominated by the SV term, and is close to zero afterwards with the positive445

SV term reducing in magnitude and a greater (negative) contribution from FBG. Note that the magnitude of FBG is greater

than FEK in Cyclone A (a more baroclinic cyclone; Fig. 7a), whereas their magnitudes are comparable in Cyclone B, due to a

more barotropic structure (Fig. 8a).

Volume-averaged PV in the BL, ⟨P ⟩BL, of Cyclone B increases during the baroclinic growth phase up to maximum intensity,450

and decreases after (Fig. 8b), similar to that in Cyclone A in profile and magnitude (Fig. 7b). The rate of change of ⟨P ⟩BL

(Fig. 8a) corresponds well with the sum of the BL non-conservative terms. The differences between the two series is likely due

to vertical and horizontal PV flux terms, and also possibly latent heating (which has not been considered here for simplicity).

Unlike in Cyclone A, ⟨P ⟩TROP is relatively constant (Fig. 8b). This is related to the pre-existing TPV associated with Cyclone

B. Applying a similar reasoning used in Martínez-Alvarado et al. (2016), if the control volume containing the TPV is in an455

isentropic layer (i.e. the BL top is an isentropic surface as well as the top boundary), and all the non-conservative processes

lie within the circuit, then the circulation is conserved if the lateral boundary is a material surface. When the system (TPV and

low-level cyclone) becomes a cut-off axisymmetric circuit, this condition is satisfied, and the circulation (⟨P ⟩) is conserved.

Cyclone B largely satisfies this condition, except during the baroclinic growth phase (i.e. the dip in ⟨P ⟩TROP in Fig. 8b at

maximum growth rate), when the cyclone and TPV start to interact. The coupling between the BL and tropospheric layer is460

reduced, such that the BL processes do not significantly impact the free tropospheric circulation at this stage. This is very
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Figure 7. Time series of depth-integrated PV and tendencies associated with Cyclone A, from IFS run starting 00Z 7 May 2020, from 00Z 7

May to 12Z 12 May 2020. (a) BL depth-integrated PV tendencies (K s−2): FEK (red line), FBG (blue line), SV (yellow line), SH (orange

line), sum (purple line) and the BL volume-averaged PV tendency calculated explicitly (LHS of Equation 14; magenta dashed line). (b)

Volume-averaged PV (K s−1) in the BL and the tropospheric layer with the 330 K isentropic surface as the top of the layer. The grey and

black vertical lines correspond to the time of maximum growth rate and maximum intensity.

different to the evolution of the system ⟨P ⟩ in Cyclone A (Fig. 7).

This analysis has revealed how the magnitude and sign of the cyclone-average BL PV tendencies evolve in time, and how the

baroclinic PV generation term, FBG, differs between the cyclones. A key question is the extent to which this difference modifies465

the subsequent evolution of the cyclones. Whilst a quantitative assessment of this effect, which would require a piecewise PV

inversion procedure, is beyond the scope of this work, in the following section the impacts of the BL processes are qualitatively
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Figure 8. As in Fig. 7, but for Cyclone B from IFS run starting 00Z 25 July 2020, from 00Z 25 July to 00Z 2 August. Note that the y-scale

in (a) is an order of magnitude smaller than that of Fig. 7a.

inferred by analysing the 3-dimensional structure of the cyclones and their associated PV fields. In Section 5 the FBG term is

examined in more detail.

4.3 Cyclone structural evolution470

Low-level (up to 700 hPa) north-south cross-sections of Cyclone A at selected times are presented in Fig. 9. The panel below

each cross-section shows the profile of the (depth-averaged) BL PV tendency terms interpolated along the section (just shown

within 750 km of the cyclone centre for clarity). At the time of maximum growth rate (Fig. 9a) the cyclone has a baroclinic

tilted structure, with tilted isentropes associated with positive PV over the cyclone centre. Winds exceed 15 m s−1 in the BL

at this time. FEK is negative below the cyclone centre, whilst FBG is positive to the north (where the BL winds are strongest).475

SV is positive to the south of the cyclone centre, where there are downward sensible heat fluxes in the warm sector region. This
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is consistent with a region of positive PV in the BL on the southern end of the cross-section. The sum of the BL PV tendencies

is positive to the north of the cyclone, and negative to the south.

At the time of maximum intensity (Fig. 9b), the system has obtained a warm-core axisymmetric structure over the sea ice,480

with isentropes dipping down over the low pressure centre. The system is very strong at low-levels this time, with winds

speeds exceeding 30 m s−1 in the BL. There is large positive PV above the BL constrained within a ∼200 km radius of the

cyclone centre, associated with enhanced static stability, and is likely indicative of the frictional baroclinic PV mechanism. As

at maximum growth rate, FEK is negative over the cyclone centre, whilst FBG is positive to the north of the cyclone below

the strongest BL winds. The magnitude of SV is reduced at this time. The BL height peaks where the winds are strongest,485

indicative of a wind-driven BL, consistent with small sensible heat fluxes. The sum of the BL PV tendencies is again positive

to the north of the cyclone, consistent with positive PV there, and negative to the south of the cyclone, where there is negative

PV.

24 hours after the time of maximum intensity (Fig. 9c), the cyclone has lost its warm-core, and has now developed a larger-scale490

cold-core structure, with the isentropes bowing upwards. This resembles the composite cold-core axisymmetric structure of

summer-time Arctic cyclones after maximum intensity from Vessey et al. (2022). The isentropes have moved upward, taking

the low-level positive PV from 950 hPa up to 800 hPa. The wind field is now upper-level dominant, but with a deep structure

such that winds still exceed 20 m s−1 in the BL. The BL PV tendencies are now reduced in magnitude (due to weaker winds),

but the FBG term is notably the dominant term, and is predominantly negative. The negative FBG term is also seen in Fig. 7495

after maximum intensity, and likely reflects the cyclone’s transition to an axisymmetric cold-core structure. The cyclone retains

this cold-core axisymmetric structure for 2 more days before dissipating (Fig. 2b).

This cross-section analysis is also performed for Cyclone B (Fig. 10). At the time of maximum growth rate (Fig. 10a), the

cold-core structure of the pre-existing TPV is evident in the isentropes. There are baroclinic zones to the north and south of500

the TPV, with tilted isentropes and positive near-surface PV. Cyclone B develops on the baroclinic zone to the south of the

TPV. The TPV is associated with a strong cyclonic wind field at the tropopause, but this does not extend to the BL at this time.

The BL PV tendency terms are largest to the south of the section over the ocean. FEK is positive, which is consistent with the

cyclone centre (as diagnosed by ξ850) not being co-located with the minimum in sea level pressure at this time (not shown).

FBG is positive, consistent with the system undergoing baroclinic growth. With SV also being positive, there is net positive505

PV being generated over the cyclone centre.

At the time of maximum intensity (Fig. 10b), the cyclone has obtained an axisymmetric cold-core structure. The cyclonic

winds about the system now extend to the lower-levels, with winds greater than 20 m s−1 in the BL. PV is small within the BL

at this time. The magnitude of the BL PV tendency terms in Cyclone B are approximately half that of Cyclone A, likely due to510

the system being upper-level dominant with weaker winds at the surface. FEK is negative over the cyclone centre, and FBG is
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negative on the northern flank of the cyclone. SV is small but consistently positive over the cyclone.

72 hours after the time of maximum intensity (Fig. 10c), whilst the surface cyclone has weakened (with BL winds of ∼10

m s−1), the axisymmetric cold-core structure has amplified, with a steeper isentropic tilt on the flanks of the system. The BL515

PV tendencies are small at this time, although FEK is notably negative over the cyclone centre, indicative of Ekman pumping.

Note that the system is not associated with a coherent accumulation of PV above the BL like in Cyclone A, and consequently

there is reduced static stability above the BL here (i.e. the isentropic surfaces are spaced further apart).

5 Discussion

From the results, the BL process that most obviously differs between Cyclone A and B is frictional baroclinic PV generation,520

i.e. the FBG term. Physically, the FBG term is governed by the orientation of the surface winds and the low-level thermal wind.

Another form of thermal wind balance is:

(
k̂×∇θ

)
=

f0θ0
g

∂v

∂z
(15)

where ∂v
∂z is the thermal wind vector, vT . Substituting (15) into the FBG term in (11) gives FBG explicitly in terms of the

thermal wind at the top of the BL:525

FBG =
f0θ0

gρ02h2
(−τS ·vT ) =− f0θ0

gρ02h2
|τS ||vT |cosϕ (16)

where ϕ is the angle between τS and vT , and τS is in the same direction as the surface wind (vS). Schematics of low-level

dominant and upper-level dominant cyclones are presented in Fig. 11. In the low-level dominant case (Fig. 11a), in the warm

front region, the cyclonic BL wind opposes the low-level thermal wind vector just above the BL. Hence, τS and vT are opposed

(i.e. 90 °< ϕ < 180 °). According to (16), this would yield a positive Lagrangian PV tendency (FBG), consistent with that in530

Cyclone A. Now consider an axisymmetric upper-level dominant cyclone (Fig. 11b). The cyclonic BL wind is oriented in the

same direction as the low-level thermal wind vector just above the BL. This means that τS and vT are oriented in the same

direction (i.e. 0 °< ϕ < 90 °), such that the Lagrangian PV tendency (FBG) in (16) is negative. This is consistent with the sign

of FBG associated with Cyclone B.

535

In essence, FBG represents changes in PV due to BL friction altering the horizontal components of vorticity. FBG can be

written as the Lagrangian derivative of the horizontal component (considering only the y-component for simplicity) of (1):

FBG =
D

Dt

(
1

ρ
ζa

y ∂θ

∂y

)
=

1

ρ

(
D(ζa

y)

Dt

∂θ

∂y
+ ζa

y
D( ∂θ∂y )

Dt

)
(17)
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where the product rule has been applied to give the RHS, and variations in density have been neglected. The horizontal vorticity

in the BL, ζay , is associated with the (zonal) vertical wind shear between the surface winds and the thermal wind at the top of540

the BL. Therefore FBG depends on the vertical wind shear across the BL (ζay), and the horizontal temperature gradient at the

BL top ( ∂θ∂y ).

Once again, consider the warm front region of a low-level dominant cyclone, where the cyclonic BL wind opposes the low-

level thermal wind vector (Fig. 11a). In this setup, ζay > 0, and ∂θ
∂y < 0. Friction will act to slow down the BL winds, such that545

the vertical wind shear over the BL is reduced D(ζa
y)

Dt < 0. If the system is to remain in thermal wind balance, the temperature

gradient across the cyclone must also weaken:
D( ∂θ

∂y )

Dt > 0 (note that this yields FBG > 0 from Equation 17). The reduction of

the temperature gradient across the cyclone means that the cyclone warm-core decays.

Now consider an axisymmetric upper-level dominant, or cold-core cyclone (Fig. 11b), where the cyclonic BL wind is oriented550

in the same direction as the low-level (cyclonic) thermal wind vector above the BL. Here, ζay < 0, and ∂θ
∂y > 0. Friction slows

down the BL winds, which in this configuration, will increase the vertical wind shear over the BL: D(ζa
y)

Dt < 0. To remain in

thermal wind balance, the temperature gradient across the cyclone must increase:
D( ∂θ

∂y )

Dt > 0 (note that this yields FBG < 0

from Equation 17). The increase of the temperature gradient across the cyclone means that the cyclone cold-core intensifies.

555

It has been shown that FBG has the opposite impact on cyclone thermal structure. In low-level dominant cyclones, the thermal

anomaly is weakened, whereas in upper-level dominant cyclones, the thermal anomaly is amplified. The analysis demonstrates

that the impact of friction depends on the cyclone structure. In both cases, FBG is acting to cool the thermal anomaly.

For Cyclone A, the analysis above demonstrates that FBG acts to decay the low-level warm-core (and amplify the cold-core560

anomaly once established; see negative FBG after maximum intensity in Fig. 7). Ekman pumping is also acting, which will

also cool the system due to the rising of air and adiabatic cooling (Ekman pumping is also acting to spin-down the cyclone as

it becomes stacked in the vertical). The positive SV term (before maximum intensity; Fig. 7), indicative of downward sensible

heat fluxes, also contributes to cooling with the atmosphere losing heat to the surface. For Cyclone B, FBG acts to amplify

the cold-core, with Ekman pumping and sustained downward sensible heat fluxes over the sea ice (as indicated by negative565

FEK and positive SV ; Fig. 8) also contributing to low-level cooling. Hence, all of the BL PV tendencies in both cyclones

are contributing to cooling the system. Low-level cooling in an axisymmetric cyclone will result in a reduction in low-level

vorticity, and therefore a reduction in surface winds. This can be shown using (3), for example, in a cold-core cyclone b′ < 0

will increase in magnitude, and therefore ∂ξ
∂z > 0 will increase. Assuming upper-level vorticity and the layer depth stays con-

stant, this means the low-level vorticity must decrease. Hence, the frictional processes and sensible heat fluxes are contributing570

to weakening the low-level cyclone after maximum intensity. Although the low-level cyclone is weakening, friction is acting

to amplify a cold-core anomaly above the BL in both cyclones once they have matured. What this means for the subsequent
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system evolution is still an open question.

Consistent with all of the BL processes contributing to cooling the system, both cyclones obtain a vertically-stacked cold-core575

structure after maximum intensity (Fig. 9c and 10c) which persists for several days (Fig. 2b and 2d). This structural evolution

is not seen in maturing mid-latitude cyclones. The barotropic cold-core structure after maximum intensity resembles the struc-

tural transition of summer-time Arctic cyclones in Vessey et al. (2022). Vessey et al. (2022) find that their summer-time Arctic

cyclone composite does not undergo occlusion, and suggest that summer-time Arctic cyclones may lack the dynamical forcing

from the occlusion process that typically leads to the dissipation of mid-latitude cyclones. One hypothesis is that this may580

extend the lifetime of summer-time Arctic cyclones. This will allow BL processes (which all act to cool the thermal anomaly in

Cyclones A and B) to act over a longer time period than in mid-latitude cyclones, permitting the cold-core structure to develop

and persist over many days.

In Cyclone A, Ekman pumping and the baroclinic PV mechanism are both acting to increase the static stability above the BL585

(Boutle et al., 2015). This acts to reduce the coupling of the lower and upper levels, and eventually weaken the cyclone. In

Cyclone B, the static stability above the BL is reduced compared to Cyclone A (see the large vertical spacing of the isentropes

above the BL in Fig. 10c). The lower static stability would result in enhanced coupling of the lower and upper levels for longer

(compared to Cyclone A), and might explain the longer lifetime of Cyclone B (almost 10 days), compared to Cyclone A (∼ 6

days).590

6 Conclusions

Previous studies have demonstrated that the evolution of mid-latitude cyclones is sensitive to BL turbulent fluxes (e.g. Valdes

and Hoskins, 1988), and identified the BL processes by which the surface influences mid-latitude cyclones (e.g. Cooper et al.,

1992; Adamson et al., 2006). However, the influence of the surface and the relevant dynamical mechanisms have not yet been

investigated in the context of Arctic cyclones. Differences are expected for several reasons. Firstly, surface properties (and595

therefore turbulent fluxes) are highly variable in the summer-time Arctic, over land, ocean, marginal ice and pack ice. Sec-

ondly, Arctic cyclones are longer lived than mid-latitude cyclones, allowing BL processes to act for longer. Thirdly, there are

different cyclone growth mechanisms and morphologies in the Arctic, such that the BL processes may have different impacts

on cyclone evolution.

600

The purpose of this study is to characterise the BL processes acting in summer-time Arctic cyclones, and understand how they

influence the structural evolution. A PV framework (derived by Cooper et al. (1992), in the Vannière et al. (2016) form) has

been used, as has been used in previous studies for mid-latitude cyclones (e.g. Adamson et al., 2006; Plant and Belcher, 2007).

This PV framework in (11) reveals four BL PV tendencies, each representing a BL process, associated with friction or sensible

heat fluxes: FEK (Ekman friction), FBG (frictional baroclinic PV generation), SV (sensible heat fluxes), and SH (proportional605
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the horizontal gradient sensible heat fluxes – typically smaller than the other terms). In this work, unlike previous studies,

summer-time Arctic cyclones are categorised by their vorticity structure during development, as either (i) low-level dominant

(low-level warm core) or (ii) upper-level dominant (tropospheric cold-core). In this study, BL processes (and their impact on

cyclone evolution) acting in two contrasting cyclone case studies from summer 2020 are investigated and compared. Cyclone A

occurred in May 2020 and was low-level dominant (developing as part of a baroclinic wave off the Eurasian coastline), whilst610

Cyclone B occurred in July 2020 and was upper-level dominant (developing with a TPV in the Beaufort Sea). The primary tool

used is the ECMWF global IFS model, focusing on a single model run for each cyclone.

The first research question (defined in Section 1) was to determine the nature of the BL processes in the different types of

Arctic cyclones, and the second was to understand how these evolve with time. Both Cyclone A and B are associated with615

negative FEK , and therefore Ekman pumping, which acts to spin down the cyclones throughout their lifetime (as would be

expected in cyclonic weather systems). Furthermore, both cyclones are associated with positive SV due to downward sensible

heat fluxes over sea ice (i.e. the atmosphere losing heat to the underlying surface), representing the generation of PV due to

increased static stability. Cyclone A is associated with positive SV before maximum intensity in the warm sector (over land

and sea ice). Cyclone B is associated with positive SV over the sea ice for most of its lifetime. It is the frictional baroclinic PV620

generation, the FBG term, that differs between Cyclones A and B. The FBG term is positive in Cyclone A along the warm front

region during the baroclinic growth phase, where the BL winds oppose the lower tropospheric thermal wind. After maximum

intensity this term reduces in magnitude, and becomes weakly negative. In Cyclone B, FBG is initially positive during the

baroclinic growth phase (but with a reduced magnitude than in Cyclone A, suggesting reduced baroclinicity). As the system

approaches maximum intensity, the FBG term becomes strongly negative, as the cyclone becomes vertically stacked, with BL625

winds in the cyclone oriented in the same direction as the cyclonic thermal wind associated with the TPV above the BL. In

both cyclones the sum of the BL PV tendencies are positive before maximum intensity, and negative afterwards.

Comparisons of the BL processes acting in Cyclone A and B with those in mid-latitude cyclones were made throughout the

manuscript. The evolution of Cyclone A resembles that of mid-latitude cyclones, consistent with the same frictional processes,630

with negative FEK and positive FBG. There is also evidence of the baroclinic PV mechanism, the dominant frictional spin-

down mechanism in baroclinic wave cyclones, with a region of high PV just above the BL over the low centre in Cyclone A

(e.g. Adamson et al., 2006). In contrast, Cyclone B is associated with negative FBG due to the vertically stacked nature of

the system with a TPV, suggesting that friction is acting differently compared to Cyclone A and typical mid-latitude cyclones.

Both cyclones are associated with predominantly positive SV due to downward sensible heat fluxes over the sea ice, unlike635

mid-latitude cyclones. The SV term is generally small in Cyclone A (except over land), consistent with the finding from Haua-

land and Spengler (2020) that sensible heat fluxes only have a minor impact on baroclinic wave development. In contrast, the

SV term is more dominant in Cyclone B, with downward sensible heat fluxes over sea ice over the entire cyclone.
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Finally, the third research question was to understand the impact of the BL processes on the Arctic cyclone interior evolution.640

It has been shown that the FBG term has the opposite impact on cyclone structure above the BL, depending on the cyclone

type. In Cyclone A (low-level dominant), FBG acts to decay the warm-core thermal anomaly, where as FBG acts to amplify the

cold-core thermal anomaly in Cyclone B (upper-level dominant). All of the BL PV tendencies (FEK , FBG, SV ) are contribut-

ing to low-level cooling, and therefore a reduction in low-level vorticity and circulation. Although the low-level circulation of

the cyclone is weakening, friction is acting to amplify a cold-core anomaly above the BL. Consistent with the BL processes645

contributing to cooling, both Cyclones A and B obtain a cold-core structure which persists for several days after maximum

intensity, unlike the evolution of mid-latitude cyclones. Vessey et al. (2022) have suggested that Arctic cyclones may lack the

dynamical forcing to dissipate as quickly as mid-latitude cyclones, and it is hypothesised that this may allow the BL processes

to act over a longer period of time. This may permit the cold-core structure to develop and persist over several days. Finally,

it is hypothesised that in Cyclone B, because frictional baroclinic PV generation does not result in high PV (and high static650

stability) over the cyclone centre, the coupling of the lower and upper levels is prolonged, and therefore so is cyclone lifetime

(∼10 days), compared to Cyclone A (∼6 days).

This work has demonstrated that BL processes can act differently in summer-time Arctic cyclones with low-level and upper-

level dominant development, and indeed differently to mid-latitude cyclones. This work is focused on two case studies. It655

remains to be shown in future work that the nature of the BL processes discussed here are general to low-level and upper-level

dominant development Arctic cyclones. Quantifying the relative importance of each BL process on the evolution of Arctic

cyclones, and understanding the sensitivity of cyclone evolution to surface properties, are also areas for future research.
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Figure 9. North-south cross-sections of Cyclone A, from IFS run starting 00Z 7 May 2020, at the longitude of the cyclone centre from

65°N to 89°N at (a) 12Z 8 May (maximum growth rate), (b) 06Z 9 May (maximum intensity), and (c) 06Z 10 May 2020 (24 hours after

maximum intensity). The top panels display potential vorticity (PVU; shading), potential temperature (K; black solid contours), zonal wind

(m s−1; blue contours), and the BL top (grey dotted line). The bottom panels display the BL PV tendency terms (scaled to depth-integrated

PV tendencies) due to friction and sensible heat fluxes, within 750 km radius of the cyclone centre. The background shading denotes the

surface type: land (grey), ocean (blue; sea ice concentration < 0.15), marginal ice zone (purple; sea ice concentration > 0.15 and < 0.8), and

pack ice (orange; sea ice concentration > 0.8). The vertical purple line marks the cyclone centre from TRACK, and the magenta lines mark

750 km distance from the cyclone centre. Minimum sea level pressure along the section is marked with a red L in the top and bottom panels.
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 10, but for Cyclone B, from IFS run starting 00Z 25 July 2020, at (a) 18Z 26 July (maximum growth rate), (b) 12Z 28

July (maximum intensity), (c) 12Z 31 July (72 hours after maximum intensity).
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Figure 11. Schematics of (a) low-level dominant (warm-core) and (b) upper-level dominant (cold-core) cyclone structures. Left panels show

plan views of cyclone with mean sea level pressure (grey solid contours) and potential temperature (θ; dashed contours). At the point marked

by the black cross, the orientation of the surface wind vector (vS ; in the same direction as the surface stress, τS) and the thermal wind vector

above the BL (vT ) are demonstrated by the magenta arrows, with an angle ϕ between them. Right panels show vertical wind structure at

this point, with the horizontal axis aligned with the largest component of vT (in (a) this is the x-direction, in (b) this is the y-direction). The

orientation of vS and vT are demonstrated with magenta arrows. The BL top is marked by the black dashed line (height h). The idealised

cyclone structure in (a) is associated with positive FBG, whilst (b) is associated with negative FBG.
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